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a b s t r a c t

In order to reduce the cost, volume and weight of the bipolar plates used in the proton exchange membrane
fuel cells (PEMFC), more attention is being paid to metallic materials, among which 316L stainless steel
(SS316L) is quite attractive. In this study, metallic Ta is deposited on SS316L using physical vapor deposition
(PVD) to enhance the corrosion resistance of the bipolar plates. Simulative working environment of PEMFC
is applied for testing the corrosion property of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L. X-ray diffraction (XRD),
eywords:
roton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEMFC)
ipolar plate
16L stainless steel (SS316L)
antalum (Ta)
orrosion current density

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electrochemical methods (potentiodynamic and potentiostatic
polarization) are also used for analyzing characteristics of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L. Results show
that, Ta-coated SS316L has significantly better anticorrosion property than that of uncoated SS316L, with
corrosion current densities of uncoated SS316L being 44.61 �A cm−2 versus 9.25 �A cm−2 for Ta-coated
SS316L, a decrease of about 5 times. Moreover, corrosion current densities of Ta-coated SS316L in both
simulative anode (purged with H2) and cathode (purged with air) conditions are smaller than those of

uncoated SS316L.

. Introduction

With the increasing concern of energy and environment, more
ttention is being paid to new alternative energy technologies,
uch as hydrogen fuel cells. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEMFC), using H2 as a fuel, is one of the most important fuel cells,
ecause it offers high energy efficiency and high specific power,

s environmentally friendly, has a long life, and easy start-up at
ow temperatures. So PEMFC is not only a good potential for use in
owering distributed power stations, but also suitable for mobile
ower supplies. Therefore, it is an ideal candidate for electric vehi-
les (EV) and hybrid-electric vehicles (HEV) as well as an optimal
ome power system [1–5].

The bipolar plate is one of the key elements of PEMFC. It is a
ulti-functional component, which is used to collect the current,

n distributing fuel and oxygen, in separating of individual cells,
nd to facilitate water and heat management. Currently, graphite is
aterial of choice for producing commercial bipolar plates due to

ts low interface resistance, good anticorrosion properties, and high

lectrical conductivity. However, graphite is brittle and permeable
o gases, so graphite bipolar plates are commonly very thick (more
han 3 mm). In addition, the cost of PEMFC is about US$200 kW−1,
nd the cost of a graphite bipolar plate is about US$90 kW−1 [6],
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accounting for about 45% of the cost and 80% of the weight of the
PEMFC stack [4], which is too expensive for commercial applica-
tion. Hence, the key to increasing the application of PEMFC is to
decrease their cost, weight and volume. Considerable attention is
recently given to metallic bipolar plates for their superior manu-
facturability, durability to shocks and vibration, no permeability
and cost effectiveness when compared with graphite-based mate-
rials. The thinnest bipolar plate using metal can be 0.1 mm [7], so
the total weight, volume and cost of metallic bipolar plate can be
largely decreased. However, the main handicap of metallic bipolar
plate is the lack of ability to combat corrosion in aggressive acidic
and humid working environment of PEMFC. Therefore, the determi-
nation of a suitable metal with increased anticorrosion properties
is the main focus of current research efforts. Corrosion properties
of various metals and alloys as well as various coated materials are
under researching in PEMFC working environment [8–15].

SS316L has the fine mechanical property, low cost and good anti-
corrosion property, while metallic Ta has significant anticorrosion
property in sulfur acid environment, so SS316L with Ta coating has
been chosen as the researching material. Physical vapor deposi-
tion (PVD) is one of the most promising coating technologies and
is widely used for improvement of the mechanical, wear and cor-

rosion properties, which is used for coating Ta on SS316L in this
paper [8]. Furthermore, based on the cost analysis of metallic bipo-
lar plate plus coating by Tawfik et al. [6], the cost of Ta-coated SS316L
material will be less than US$20 kW−1. In this study, the anticor-
rosion properties of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L materials in

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:yuhaijunneu@163.com
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Table 1
Chemical composition of SS316L (wt%).
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S316L 10.81 16.45 2.04 1.49 0.022

.5 mol dm−3 H2SO4 at 70 ◦C and simulative working environments
the applied potential being −0.1 V versus SCE purged with H2 at
he anode; and the applied potential being 0.6 V versus SCE purged
ith air at the cathode [6]) were investigated.

. Experiment

.1. Base material and PVD coating

The SS316L was first cut into specimens of ˚10 mm × 3 mm
area = 0.785 cm2). Prior to PVD coating, the specimens were pol-
shed on 240, 500, and 800 grit silicon carbide papers and then
nally polished on a polishing machine. The uncoated specimens
ere polished on 240, 600, 800 and 1000 grit silicon carbide papers.

he coating process utilized was physical vapor deposition technol-
gy, which was used to apply metallic Ta on one side of the material.
he chemical analysis of SS316L used in this study is given in Table 1.

.2. Characterization
Surface characterizations of coated and uncoated SS316L before
nd after being corroded were described with Hitachi S4800 scan-
ing electron microscopy (SEM) and the structures of uncoated
nd Ta-coated SS316L were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Philips APD-10).

ig. 1. Ta-coated SS316L (a) Ta coating surface, (b) backscattering electron image of Ta ele
P S Si Cu N Fe

0.028 0.01 0.34 0.45 0.03 Balance

2.3. Electrochemical testing

Before electrochemical testing, one side of specimen was elec-
trical contacted with copper wire using spot welding, and then the
edges of specimen were sealed with epoxy resin. Potentiodynamic
tests using Princeton Applied Research 2273 were chosen in order
to analyze the corrosion results of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L
specimens. In the potentiodynamic tests, the initial potential was
−0.25 V versus open circuit potential (OCP), the final potential was
1.3 V versus SCE, and the scan rate was 1 mV s−1.

For the purpose of simulating actual working conditions of
PEMFC [6], potentiostatic tests were chosen. At the anode, the
applied potential was −0.1 V versus SCE purged with H2, at the
cathode, the applied potential was 0.6 V versus SCE purged with air,
and the temperature and electrolyte were 70 ◦C and 0.5 mol dm−3

H2SO4 respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L
3.1.1. SEM analysis of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L
Fig. 1 is the SEM micrograph of Ta-coated SS316L. Fig. 1a shows

the surface of Ta-coating, from which it can be clearly seen that
the surface of Ta-coating is flat and smooth, with no pores or

ment, (c) superficial scanning EDX analysis, and (d) cross-sectional micrograph.
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tion resistances of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L in 0.5 mol dm−3

H2SO4 at 70 ◦C can be obtained, and detailed polarization parame-
ters such as corrosion current density, polarization resistance and
Tafel slopes of the anodic and cathodic reactions can be seen in
Fig. 2. XRD patterns for (a) u

racks. In the interest of elemental distribution and composition
n the surface of Ta-coated SS316L, backscattering and energy dis-
ersive X-ray (EDX) analyses were also conducted. Fig. 1b shows
he backscattering electron image, where the Ta-coating distribu-
ion on the surface of SS316L can be seen. Note that the Ta element
s homogeneously distributed on the surface. Superficial scanning
DX analysis of Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 1c, which shows that the Ta
lement is the unique substance on the surface of Ta-coated SS316L,
nd there are no peaks indicating SS316L, which means that the
hickness of Ta-coating is thicker than that of the penetration of
lectron.

Fig. 1d is the cross-sectional micrograph of SS316L with Ta-
oating, in which the blue line indicates tantalum, the red line
ron, green chromium, and purple line nickel. Observing Fig. 1d, it
hows an obvious boundary between the basal material and the
a-coating; the connecting surface is tight, and the thickness of
a-coating is about 3 �m.

.1.2. XRD characterization of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L
Fig. 2 shows the XRD results for uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L.

t is clear that SS316L has a face centered cubic (FCC) structure
hown in Fig. 2a, and Ta-coated SS316L has a body centered cubic
BCC) structure seen in Fig. 2b. Comparing Fig. 2a with Fig. 2b, it is
een that there is no peak of SS316L in Fig. 2b, which means that
he penetration of X-rays is less than the thickness of Ta-coating,
nd the result is well coincident with the result obtained in Fig. 1.
esides observing Fig. 2b, it can be also seen that the (1 1 0) diffrac-
ion peak is the strongest, so the growth orientation of Ta is mainly
n the 〈1 1 0〉 direction.

.2. Potentiodynamic properties

Fig. 3 is the potentiodynamic polarization testing results of
ncoated and Ta-coated SS316L in 0.5 mol dm−3 H2SO4 electrolyte
t 70 ◦C. It can be seen that potentiodynamic polarization curves
f uncoated SS316L and Ta-coated SS316L are different from each
ther. The former curve can be divided into six regions [16]. Curve
B stands for cathode polarization, in which the current density
ecreases with the increasing potential, the liberating speed of H2

s faster than the dissolving speed of the metal, and the main elec-
romechanical process in this region is the liberation of H2. Curve
C is the anode polarization region, and during this period, the cur-
ent density increases with the potential increased, thus dissolving

he metal faster than the liberating of H2, thus, the main elec-
romechanical process is the dissolving of the base metal. With the
trengthening of anode polarization, when the potential exceeds
hat of C point, current density decreases with increasing poten-
ial, so curve CD shows the transitional region from activation to
ed and (b) Ta-coated SS316L.

passivation. With potential exceeds that of D point, current density
increases again along with increasing potential; the main reason
resulting in increasing current density is the transformation of iron
or chromium from bivalence to trivalency. When potential exceeds
that of E point, current density keeps stable, so curve EF indicates
passive region; during this period, passive film is obtained on the
surface of SS316L owning to high content of chromium (16.45%),
which can well prevent metal from dissolving. As soon as potential
value is beyond that of F point, current density increases quickly
with increasing potential, which is named transpassive region, and
the main electromechanical process is the liberation of O2 and
destruction of passive film [16,17].

Potentiodynamic polarization curve of Ta-coated SS316L can be
divided into four regions: cathode region (curve ab), anode region
(curve bc), passive region (curve cd) and transpassive region (curve
de) [17]. There is no obvious transitional region from activation
to passivation, and the passive region is more stable for Ta-coated
SS316L.

In addition, it can be seen in Fig. 3 that the open circuit potential
of SS316L is −304.560 mV versus SCE, and the OCP of Ta-coated
SS316L is −289.282 mV versus SCE, so increased potential can well
protect SS316L from corrosion.

Based on the linear polarization data and Eq. (1), polariza-
Fig. 3. Potentiodynamic polarization testing results of uncoated and Ta-coated
SS316L.
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Table 2
Polarization parameters of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L in 0.5 mol dm−3 H2SO4

at 70 ◦C.

Metal ˇa (mV) ˇc (mV) icorr
−2

Ecorr (mV) Rp (� cm2)
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ncoated SS316L 99.247 70.883 44.61 −304.560 403
a-coated SS316L 44.778 40.635 9.25 −289.282 1002

able 2

p = ˇaˇc

2.3icorr(ˇa + ˇc)
(1)

here ˇa, ˇc, icorr, and Rp are Tafel slopes of the anodic and cathodic
eactions, corrosion current density and polarization resistance
espectively [18].

It is clear that the corrosion current densities of uncoated
S316L is 44.61 �A cm−2 versus 9.25 �A cm−2 for Ta-coated SS316L,
decrease of about 5 times, which shows lower corrosion rate for

a-coated SS316L. It can also be seen that the polarization resis-
ances of uncoated SS316L is 403 � cm2 versus 1002 � cm2 for
a-coated SS316L, an increase of about twice, showing better anti-
orrosion property with Ta-coating.

Fig. 4a is SEM picture of uncoated SS316L after potentiodynamic
esting, indicating uncoated SS316L is corroded mainly on grain
oundary; the reason is that there is chromium carbides (Cr23C6)
recipitated at the grain boundaries, which consumes chromium in
oundary region, and results in the decrease of chromium content

n these areas, consequently, the potential at the grain boundaries
s lower than that at interior grain, corrosion microbattery being
enerated, so grain boundary as anode of microbattery will firstly
e corroded [19]. Moreover, there is also some pitting corrosion,
ue to the formation of “big cathode/small anode” galvanic cou-
les, which are caused by pin-holes or destruction of passivating
lm on the surface of SS316L. Observing Fig. 4b, there is no obvi-
us corrosion phenomenon for Ta-coated SS316L, so Ta-coating can
ell play an anticorrosion role on surface modification of SS316L.

.3. Potentiostatic properties in simulative working environment

Considering different working potentials (the potential of anode
s about −0.1 V versus SCE, and the potential of cathode is about
.6 V versus SCE) for bipolar plates in PEMFC [20], potentiostatic
ests with simulative working environment of PEMFC for anode and

athode plates were conducted in this paper. OCPs of uncoated and
a-coated SS316L are −304.560 mV and −289.282 mV respectively,
he simulative anode potential is anodic to uncoated SS316L and Ta-
oated SS316L, and the simulative cathode potential is also anodic
o both uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L.

Fig. 4. SEM micrograms of uncoated (a) and Ta-coa
Fig. 5. Potentiostatic testing results in simulative anode condition: (a) uncoated
SS316L, (b) Ta-coated SS316L.

Fig. 5 is potentiostatic testing results of uncoated and Ta-coated
SS316L at simulative anode working conditions. It can be seen in
Fig. 5 that the current densities for both uncoated and Ta-coated
SS316L are positive, the current density of uncoated SS316L is
about 9 × 10−3 A cm−2, the current density of Ta-coated SS316L is
stabilized at about 2 × 10−4 A cm−2, an reduction of 45 times, so Ta-
coating can well reduce corrosion current density when Ta-coated
SS316L is used as anode in PEMFC.

Fig. 6 are the potentiostatic tesing results in simulative cath-
ode condition for uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L, which shows
that both current densities of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L are
positive, the current density of uncoated SS316L is stabilized at
about 8.9 × 10−4 A cm−2, Ta-coated SS316L 6.5 × 10−8 A cm−2, a dra-
matic reduction, so Ta-coating can significantly protect SS316L from
corrosion, and Ta-coated SS316L can be well used as cathode in
PEMFC.

Fig. 7 shows SEM pictures of both uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L
after potentiostatic polarization in simulative anode and cathode
working conditions. Fig. 7a and b are SEM pictures of uncoated
SS316L after potentiostatic polarization at simulative anode work-
ing potential, compared with Fig. 4a, it can be seen that there
is no obvious corrosion phenomena for uncoated SS316L after
potentiostatic polarization. In order to observe corrosion situa-

tion of uncoated SS316L in detail, micrograms zoomed in about
12 times from Fig. 7a and b are shown in Fig. 7c and d, the cor-
rosion phenomena is obvious and mainly controlled by pitting
corrosion for uncoated SS316L in both anode and cathode simu-
lative working conditions, but the extent of corrosion for uncoated

ted (b) SS316L after potentiodynamic testing.
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Fig. 6. Potentiostatic testing results in simulative cathode condition: (a) uncoated
SS316L, (b) and (c) Ta-coated SS316L.

Fig. 7. SEM pictures of uncoated and Ta-coated SS316L after potentiostatic polarization
cathode, (c) megascopic picture from (a), (d) megascopic picture from (b), Ta-coated SS31
rces 191 (2009) 495–500 499

SS316L in anode simulative working condition is severer than that
in simulative cathode working condition, which is consistent with
potentialstatic polarization testing results (for uncoated SS316L,
corrosion current density is 9 × 10−3 A cm−2 in simulative anode
working condition versus 8.9 × 10−4 A cm−2 in simulative cathode
working condition) obtained from Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a. Fig. 7e and
f are corrosion micrograms of Ta-coated SS316L after potentio-
static polarization in both anode and cathode simulative working
conditions, showing no obvious corrosion compared with Fig. 1a,
which also shows that the corrosion phenomena of Ta-coated
SS316L in both anode and cathode simulative working condi-
tions are not serious compared with Fig. 7c and d. It can also be
found that the extent of corrosion for Ta-coated SS316L in simu-
lative anode working condition is severer than that in simulative

cathode working condition, which is also consistent with results
(for Ta-coated SS316L, corrosion current density is 2 × 10−4 A cm−2

in simulative anode working conditions versus 6.5 × 10−8 A cm−2

in simulative cathode working conditions) obtained from Fig. 5b
and b.

in simulative working conditions, (a) uncoated SS316L at anode, (b) uncoated at
6L at anode, (d) Ta-coated SS316L at cathode.
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. Conclusions

Metallic Ta is well coated on the surface of SS316L, homoge-
eously distributed on the surface, mainly grows in the 〈1 1 0〉
irection, and the thickness is about 3 �m. The OCPs of uncoated
nd Ta-coated SS316L are −304.560 mV and −289.282 mV versus
CE respectively. SS316L with Ta-coating has better anticor-
osion property than that of uncoated SS316L, and corrosion
urrent density is 44.61 �A cm−2 for uncoated SS316L ver-
us 9.25 �A cm−2 for Ta-coated SS316L, a decrease of about 5
imes.

In potentialstatic polarization testing with simulative work-
ng condition, the current densities of both uncoated and
a-coated SS316L in anode and cathode environment are posi-
ive, but current densities in cathode environment are smaller

han those in anode environment no matter uncoated or Ta-
oated SS316L, which also can be testified by SEM microgram
nalysis, so Ta-coating can prevent SS316L from corrosion, and
an well be considered as a method to modify SS316L used in
EMFC.
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